Angst + Pfister Services
From engineering to delivery
As a leading supply and solutions partner for industrial components,
the Angst + Pfister Group combines an extensive product assortment
with intelligent logistics concepts and customized engineering services.
Our fully customized integrated Supply Chain Management helps our
customers to reduce their total costs by up to 40% due to streamlining processes and standardizing control systems like inventory optimization, quality documentation and control or automatic order processing.
Just let us know your individual requirements and we will provide you
with a customized combination of respective services.

Quality certification documents
Angst + Pfister offers a wide range of different quality certification documents like PPAP level 3 or EMPB/ISIR and also samplings
in accordance with several standards. Our PPAP level 3 certification enables us to submit a warrant with product samples and
complete supporting data (Part Submission Warrant).
Documents*

Norm

Description

Manufacturer certificate of compliance 2.1

EN 10204-2.1

Certification of delivery in compliance with the order specifications

Manufacturer certificate of compliance 2.2

EN 10204-2.2

Certification of delivery through manufacturer’s quality-control department

Manufacturer certificate of compliance 3.1

EN 10204-3.1

Certification of compliance with the order specifications including results of specific testing

Manufacturer certificate of compliance 3.2

EN 10204-3.2

More rigorous certification of compliance with the order specifications including results of specific testing

Declaration of conformity

EN ISO/IEC 17050

Certification that the specific properties of a certain good or version meet recognized standards

IMDS entry

VDA 231-106

Entry in International Material Data System and Global Automotive Declarable Substance List

Initial sample test report (ISIR)

pursuant to customer
requirements

Initial sample test report in accordance with customer requirements

Initial sample test report in accordance with
PPAP

ISO/TS 16949, QS 9000

Special initial sample test report in accordance with customer requirements (automotive standard)

Test protocol

Test protocol in accordance with customer requirements
* price based on requirement

Customized quality check
We offer fully customized quality checks (f.e. quantity, technical criteria) to reduce incoming inspections on customer side.
Availability of goods based on rolling planning / frame contracts
Angst + Pfister offers two solutions to ensure the availability of goods that can also be combined:
• A frame contract with a fixed contract quantity and fixed price when the customer knows the annual consumption. Based on
this contract we build a customized safety stock.
• Rolling planning (especially for articles with frequent stock turn rates) when the customer is able to provide regular forecasts.
Based on a contract we build safety stock and organize our supply chain to be able to deliver forecasted quantity according
to the scheduled date.

Our contact details
Angst + Pfister AG, Switzerland
Phone: +41 (0)44 306 61 11
engineering@angst-pfister.com
www.angst-pfister.com
    

Electronic Order Processing
We employ electronic data interchange (EDI) technology to ensure simple, precise, paperless execution of standardized procurement processes without any further manual interventions.
On Time Delivery processes and tracking
We precisely track On time delivery for each customer to guarantee full transparency of products delivered on time.
Automated and customer-specific packaging solutions
We can offer automated packaging of small parts, subassembly, set configurations, set packaging and distribution of spare part kits for
significant optimizations in internal handling and processing. Our customers can choose from single bags, bag chains or multichamber chains. The labelling can be customized for special address specifics, corporate design needs or barcode requirements.
We additionally offer sub-assembly services before packaging for a lean final production line.

System supply
We offer the complete management of all industrial components supply as unique supplier. Our long year experiences in global
sourcing based on a first-/second source concept enables us to always find the most cost efficient location for manufacturing items
of our standard assortment of 100 000 articles and also for customer specific items.
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Here is an example of a customer, a world market leader in machinery for food processing operating in over 130 countries, who
records over 1 million EUR yearly cost savings.

the Online Shop of Angst + Pfister
www.apsoparts.com

